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Quote Position Ref. 
Code: IB-AN-GR

Application Instructions:

AXIA is an equal opportunities employer
www.axiavg.com

Seeking an Investment Banker, for our 
Athens Office!

ATHENS

MILAN

NICOSIA

LONDON

NEW YORK

Greece – Athens (Branch)
4 Vasilissis Sofias Ave., 3rd Floor
10674, Athens
Greece

Switchboard:
T: +30 210 7414400
F: +30 210 7414449

This advertisement is not a binding offer and the company reserves the right to proceed with any applicant it chooses or not to proceed at all. For more 
information regarding the processing of personal data and AXIA’s privacy practices, view our Privacy Notice. AXIA is supervised by the Cyprus Securities 
and Exchange Commission (license number 086/7). 

AXIA is a leading European investment banking group, with offices in Athens, Milan, Nicosia, London and New York. We
provide advice to corporate clients and investment funds on a full range of strategic corporate finance assignments
across industries. We aim to provide our clients with expert advice, innovative solutions and outstanding execution, by
offering a highly effective and customized approach to each and every client. Our entrepreneurial ethos and close
industry ties set us apart from other advisors in the region.

Today, AXIA is seeking a Senior Analyst / Associate-level Investment Banking professional to join our team in Athens.
Applicants must possess a strong background in the Investment Banking and/or Financial Advisory industries, with
experience in M&A and capital raising transactions.

Main Responsibilities:
 Review and analyse financial information
 Prepare pitch documentation and diverse marketing materials
 Develop detailed financial models for M&A, Debt Advisory, Restructuring and Capital Raising purposes
 Conduct company valuation implementing both intrinsic and market based valuation approaches for live or

contemplated transactions
 Interact with team members and client management teams on a daily basis to execute transactions and discuss

strategic alternatives
 Attend client meetings with senior members of the team

The main focus will be to work alongside a team of professionals across the Group, to develop and execute
solutions to meet our client needs. Ordinarily there will be several projects to work on simultaneously.

Skills and Qualifications:
 Two or more years of experience in Investment Banking or Financial Advisory
 Bachelor’s Degree, preferably in finance or a relevant area. Masters degree preferred
 Excellent analytical, modelling, market research and quantitative skills
 Solid market awareness across industries
 Strong communication skills and ability to work in a fast-paced, team-based environment with minimal 

supervision
 Detail-oriented and focus on quality results and deliverables
 Ability to organize and track overlapping tasks and assignments, with frequent priority changes
 Proficient English speaker with preferably one more European language
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